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1. Introduction 
Let d(G) be the minimal number of generators of a finitely generated group G, 
and let 
l-+R-+F+G+l (1) 
be exact, where Fis a free group of finite rank n. Then R = R/R’ is a relation module 
for G; when n = d(G), R is said to be minimal. Relation modules of finite groups 
have been extensively studied [I I]. In this paper we continue the study, begun in [3, 
Section 71, of the relation modules of polycyclic-by-finite groups. 
The key to our approach is the following familiar observation. If S is a ring, we 
write Sk for the free right S-module of rank k; the augmentation ideal of the group 
ring ZG is denoted by g. One readily derives from the presentation (1) a short exact 
sequence of BG-modules 
O-+&+.ZG”“~g~O 
[I 1, Proposition 2.31. From (2) and Schanuel’s Lemma one deduces 
(2) 
Lemma 1.1 [11, Proposition 2.41. Let l-+Ri*F;+G-+l (i= 1, 2) befreepmen- 
tations. Then 
(3) 
This result leads naturally to the question: How large a free module is needed on 
each side of (3)? We approach this using the “Cancellation Theorem”, [3, Theorem 
4.101; in doing so, we are led to investigate the “size” of a maximal projective 
* Part of the research for this paper was done while the author held a Science Research Council 
Postdoctoral Fellowship at the University of Warwick. 
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summand of a minimal relation module for the polycyclic-by-finite group G. It is 
this problem which is treated in Section 2. We define there an invariant for G, the 
presentation rank pr(G), which, in a sense we make precise in Theorem 3.3, 
“measures” such projective summands, and investigate its properties. 
The presentation rank of a finite group has been defined and studied by 
Gruenberg et al.; see [ll] and the references therein. Naturally, our definition 
corresponds to theirs in the finite case, and our results, though not our methods, 
echo those of [ 111. 
In Section 3 we relate the results of Section 2 to the module structure of relation 
modules. The main result of this section, Theorem 3.1, discusses the cancellation of 
free summands from (3). Let h(G) be the Hirsch number of the group G. Then we 
deduce from (3) that if I = d(F2) and d(F1) L h(G) + 2 + d(G) - pr(G), then 
RIG.R~. Thus, if pr(G)z- h(G)+2, there is a unique relation module of each rank. 
We also prove Theorem 3.3, linking pr(G) with the existence of projective 
summands, and briefly discuss the importance of such summands in the study of the 
category (g) of extensions of Abelian groups by G. 
Finally, in Section 4, we discuss when d&i) = d&z), for two relation modules 
for G arising from the same free group F. (If M is a finitely generated right ZG- 
module, we write do(M) for the minimal number of generators of M). We prove, 
for example, that this is the case for all F provided d(G)? h(G) + 2 (Theorem 
4.3(ii)). 
2. The presentation rank 
We first recall some results and definitions from [3]. Henceforth, G will dencte a 
polycyclic-by-finite group. If M is a maximal ideal of ZG, there exists a primep and 
a normal subgroup H of finite index in G such that pZG+ bG=ZcM, and I is a 
localisable ideal of ZG, [3, Section 41. The localisation ZGI is a semilocal ring, which 
we denote by HGa. By [3, Theorem 4.31, we may choose I so that only regular 
elements of ZG are inverted in forming ZG,a. We define the quasi-rank of a finitely 
generated ZG-module X by 
q-rk(X)=i;f{sup{r: X,izZG!$@ Y}}, 
as M ranges over the maximal ideals of HG, and X,q= X@ZG.il. This definition is 
independent of the choice of the ideals I; see [3, Section 41. 
The presentation rank of G is defined by pr(G) = q-rk(R), where l? is a minimal 
relation module for G. That this is well-defined follows from 
Lemma 2.1. Let R and I? 1 be relation modules for G, with l? 1 minimal, and I? given 
by the sequence (2). Then 
q-rk(fi) = q-rk(f?l) + d(f) - d(G). 
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Proof. If M is a maximal ideal of HG, then, by Lemma 1 .l, 
Using the Semilocal Cancellation Theorem [ 1, Chapter 4, Corollary 1.41 we deduce 
that 
&.&BG~~=d’G’~$A_ 
The result therefore follows from [l, Chapter 4, Corollary 1 S]. 
K.W. Gruenberg has defined the presentation rank of a finite group, [ll, p. 281. 
The next lemma shows that his definition coincides with the one given above, when 
G is finite. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a finite group. Then pr(G) is the rank of the biggest free 
summand of any minimal relation module Z? of G. 
Proof. By [ll, Proposition 5.101, I?=B@ZGk, where B has no non-zero projective 
summands. Let Z= ICI ZG. Then ZGr is of the form ZGa, where M is any maximal 
ideal containing Z, and RI= B,@BG:. If BI had a non-zero projective summand, so 
would B, by [ 11, Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 3.13(ii)]. It follows that q-rk(R) = k. 
We write do(M) for the minimal number of generators of a finitely generated ZG- 
module M. Gruenberg has shown that for a finite group G, pr(G) = d(G) - de(g), 
[ll, Corollary 7.91. To obtain an analogue of this result for polycyclic groups, we 
need 
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a pot’ycyclic-by-finite group. Let k=max,{d:G,(g,)}, as I 
ranges over the set of localisable ideals of ZG of the form I = pUG f hG, wherep is a 
prime and H is a torsion-free normal subgroup of finite index in G. Then k= 
maxr{ dzr(t)}, as T ranges over the set of finite images of G. 
Proof. Choose a finite quotient T= G/H of G. By [l 1, Theorem 7.81, there exists a 
prime p such that p I/ TI and 
&T(t) = dzT(t@t) = dzc(g/bG + gp) 5 &c(g/nC + QP), 
where N is a normal subgroup of finite index in G such that N c H and the ideal 
Z=pZG + nG is localisable. Therefore 
&r(t) 5 dso(g/gZ) = ddadgdd 
by [3, Lemma 5.31. However, II is contained in the Jacobson radical of iZG[, so, by 
Nakayama’s Lemma, dsc(g,/glZl) = dzc,(gl). Hence, dzfit) 5 k. 
It remains to prove the reverse inequality. Let Z=pHG + bG be an ideal of the type 
described in the lemma. As above, dsc(g/gZ) = dzG,(gl). Let h E H. If p is odd, then 
(h- l)P= hP- 1 +py 
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for some y E ZG, and application of the augmentation map to the above identity 
shows that YE g. If p=2, then (h 2- l)=(h- I)[@- 1)+2]. Thus hP- 1 EgZ. Put 
N= Hp. so that N is normal of finite index in G. Then 
dzc,(g,) = dzc(g/gZ) 5 &c(g/nG) = &r(t), 
where T= G/N. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Theorem 2.4. Let R be a minimal relation module for thepoiycyclic-by-finite group 
G. 
0) pr(G) = q-rk(R) = q-rk(A) + d(G) -K, 
where A is the kernel of a minimal presentation of g and K = dzo(g). 
(ii) q-rk(A) L K- k, where k = maxT{dzT(t)}, as Tranges over thefinite images of 
G. 
Proof. (i) Schanuel’s Lemma [IO, p. 1621 applied to the exact sequences (2) and 
O-+A-*iZGK+g-*O , (4) 
yields the isomorphism 
A@HGd(G’z:R@ZGK. (5) 
Let Z be one of the localisable ideals used in determining quasi-rank. Then ZGI is a 
semilocal ring, so we may apply the Semilocal Cancellation Theorem [ 1, Chapter 4, 
Corollary 1.41 to (5) tensored with ZGI, to deduce that 
A,@ZGf(G’-Ka&. 
Thus, by [ 1, Chapter 4, Corollary 1.51, q-rk(R) = q-rk(A) + d(G) -K. 
(ii) Let Z be an ideal used in determining quasi-rank. By Lemma 2.3, there is an 
exact sequence 
O-+B-+ZG;+g,+O. (6) 
The result follows, as in (i), by applying Schanuel’s Lemma to (6), and (4) tensored 
with HGI. 
Notes 2.5. (i) When G is finite, q-rk(A) = 0, by [ 11, Proposition 5.1 l(i)], so that in 
this case (ii) becomes an equality, and (i) reduces to [I 1, Corollary 7.91. 
(ii) Suppose G is the free Abelian group of rank 2, or G = (a, b : b- ‘ab = a-‘). In 
both cases, G is a torsion-free one-relator group, so a minimal relation module for 
G can be chosen to be free of rank one [12, p. 1011. Thus, pr(G) =q-rk(A) = 1. In 
particular, pr(G) may be non-zero when G is infinite and polycyclic; by contrast, 
finite soluble groups have presentation rank zero [11, Theorem 6.91. 
(iii) If G is nilpotent, then d(G) =d(G/G’) = k= K, so in this case q-rk(R)= 
q-rk(A). 
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(iv) If G is polycyclic, k = max{d( T)), T a finite image of G, by [ 11, Theorem 6.9 
and Corollary 7.91. 
(v) Theorem 2.4 shows that pr(G) 1 d(G) - max{d( T)} = E, T a finite image of 
G. Polycyclic groups for which E is positive are not hard to manufacture; it would 
clearly be of interest to investigate properties of the number E, for example whether 
there exist polycyclic groups with arbitrarly large values for E. 
As an application of Theorem 2.4, we extend to polycyclic-by-finite groups part 
of a result of Cossey, Gruenberg and Kovacs (11, Theorem 6.101, which discusses 
the behaviour of pr(G’), (where G’is the direct product of r copies of G), as r tends 
to infinity. 
Theorem 2.6. Let G and H be non-trivial polycyclic-by-finite groups, with H 
perfect. Then 
!~JJ pr(G x H3 = 03. 
Proof. Let r be a non-negative integer, and set E = G x Hr. By Theorem 2.4, 
pr(E)?d(E)-maxr{d&t)}, where Tis a finite image of E. By [6], maxT{dmfit)) = 
max{d(G/G’), d(U) : I/ a finite image of G or H}, which is independent or r. 
However, if X is a non-trivial finite image of H, then d(E) rd(X’), and so by [l 1, 
Lemma 6.121, d(E)+03 as r+w. Hence, pr(G)-aa as ~400. 
Recall that if R is a ring and M is an R-module, the uniform dimension of M, 
written u-dim(M), is the largest cardinal n such that M contains a direct sum of n 
non-zero submodules. The basic properties of this dimension are given in [13, 
Section 10.41, for example. A module is non-singular if it contains no non-zero 
elements annihilated by essential right ideals. Note that, by [13, Lemma 10.4.121, 
uniform dimension is additive across short exact sequences of non-singular 
modules. 
In contrast to Theorem 2.6, we have 
Proposition 2.7. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group. Then pr(G)r 
max{O,d(G)-2}, unless G is free Abefian of rank two, or G= (a, b : b-lab =a-‘>. 
In these cases, pr(G) = 1 = d(G) - 1. 
Proof. If G is finite, then pr(G) =d(G)- do(g) by [ll, Corollary 7.91, and so if 
pr(G)?d(G) - 1 we must have dc(g)I 1. That is, g is a principal right ideal, and so 
G is cyclic [ll, Corollary 5.131. However, cyclic groups clearly have zero 
presentation rank, so the proof is complete in the finite case. 
Suppose now that G is infinite, so that G contains an element x of infinite order. 
Thus (x- 1) E g is not a zero divisor in EC, and so by [13, Lemma 10.4.9(ii)] g is an 
essential submodule of ZG. By [13, Lemma 10.4.12(ii)] u-dim(g) = u-dim(ZG). Since 
ZG is a semiprime Noetherian ring, by [13, Theorem 4.2.12 and Corollary 10.2.81, it 
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follows from [13, Lemma 10.4.9(i)] that ZG, and so g, are non-singular. Let R be a 
minimal relation module. Applying [13, Lemma 10.4.12(iii)] to the exact sequence 
O+R+ZGd(o)+ +() 9 , (2) 
we deduce that 
u-dim(R) = d(G) l u-dim(ZG) - u-dim(g) 
= (d(G) - l)u-dim(ZG). (7) 
Let M be a maximal ideal of ZG. By [3, Theorem 4.3 and Remark 4.41, it may be 
assumed that only regular eIements of ZG are inverted in forming BG.ti, and that 
4 -I E ZG,a for primes 4 of H with 4 d M. Since R is a submodule of a free ZG- 
module, it follows that with this choice of localisation, u-dim(R) = u-dim(&), and 
u-dim(HG) = u-dim(ZG.a), so that (7) yields 
u-dim(f?,vi) = (d(G) - l)u-dim(ZGa). (8) 
Suppose now that pr(G) YZ max(0, d(G) - 2). Then clearly G is not cyclic, and R,Q is 
free of rank d(G) - 1, by (8). 
We claim that G is torsion-free. Suppose not, and let 1 fy E G, yp= 1, p prime. 
Consider the maximal ideal M= g +pZG. Put H= (y), so that ZGni is a flat right 
&H-module, by [ 13, Lemma 1.1.31 and [14, Theorem 3.301. It follows from the 
ZGni-exact sequences 
and 
that Zd=i&) is a i&)H-module of finite projective dimension, by [14, Theorem 
9.191. However, this contradicts the obvious H@)-analogue of [13, Corollary 
10.3.7(iii)]. Thus, G is torsion-free, and so ZG has finite global dimension, by [ 13, 
Theorem 10.3.131. 
Our aim now is to deduce that R is projective from the fact that R is “locally” 
free, using [2, Proposition 2.41. To do this, we require that (a) ZG have finite global 
dimension, (b) every maximal ideal of ZG belongs to a clan (in the language of [3, 
Section 4]), and (c) every primitive image of HG is Artinian. Now (a) was shown to 
be true above, (b) follows from (3, Theorem 4.51, and (c) is just J. Roseblade’s 
celebrated result [13, Corollaries 12.3.8 and 12.2.91. Moreover, continuing in the 
language of [3, Section 41, if MO is the chieftain of a maximal ideal M of ZG, then 
ZGM~ is simply a localisation of ZGni, by definition of ZGfi, and so &r,, is free for 
all such ideals MO. It therefore follows from [2, Proposition 2.41 that R is projective, 
as claimed. 
Hence, the exact sequences (2) and 
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Suppose for a contradiction that R,MzZG,&A, say f?,w= yZG.&A, where 
y E R. For 1 pi< jl n, let y& be the projection of eQ on yZG,w and for r+ 15 ir n, 
let YT; be the projection of hi on BG,q. (Note that, in general, V(M) will not consist 
of regular elements of ZG, so that 0#X={r~R:rc=O,c~ V(M)}, and !?M= 
(R/X)@ZG,. Thus, in defining 60 for example, we are using the composite map 
eu -eo+X-6~). Since ZGM is a summand of l?~, and ya=O implies a=O, for 
a E ZGM, the equations (1; i, j, k) and (2; i,j) hold in ZGM when eo is replaced by 6~, 
and hj is replaced by rj. We shall use the same numbering to denote these sets of 
equations in ZGM. 
We claim that, for all i, j, and I, with 1 li<jln, and r+ 1 ~lln. ~~~EJ(EG,M) 
and rl~J(Z!G~), where J(Z.GM) is the Jacobson radical of ZGM. This will complete 
the proof, since then 
f&w= yJ(BG,w)OA, 
so that ~ZGM= ~J(HGM), contradicting Nakayama’s Lemma. Let 1 I i<jl n. Then 
since n23, there exists k such that either (a) i<k<j, or (b) llk<i<j, or (c) 
i<j<ksn. 
Case (a): Consider equation (1; i, k, j): 
6ik(L7j- 1) + dkj(Oi- 1) - GQ(an- 1) =O. 
There exist CE V&M), &, S;j, BYE ZG, such that this equation is: 
(&kc -‘+I)(~j-l)+(6jjc-‘+I)(~i-l)-(6~~-’+I)(~~-l)=O, (9) 
where l={ar~EG: crd=O,dc V(M)}. By [13, Lemma 11.2.12(ii)] there exists 
de K’(M) such that Id =O. Multiply (9) by cd to deduce that 
6;kd(Uj- 1) + G’kjd(ai- 1) - Gbd(Qk- 1) ~0, 
an equation in ZG. Consideration of the image of the left hand side of this equation 
in the ring EC/T, where T= (ai- 1)ZG + (aj- l)ZG, shows that 6>dE T+ ZGBk c 
fl+ ZGZk. If I(Uk>l is finite, (that is, if krr+ 1). then pll(fIk)/, so that 
fl+ ZG& c fl +pZG. If on the other hand (ak) iS infinite, ZG&=O. ShCe 
M//G J(ZG& it thus follows in both cases that 
&=&dd-‘c-‘+IcJ(ZGM). 
Cases (b) and (c): The claim follows similarly in these cases, by analysing 
equations (1; k, i, j) and (1; i, j, k) respectively. 
We now turn to 7/, r+ 1 I 11 n. Consider equation (2; 1, 1): 
6,/f?,= r/+7, - 1). 
As in case (a) above, it may be assumed that this is an equation in ZG. Multiplying it 
by (a,- 1), we obtain 
\ 0 = r,(a, - l)(a,- 1). 
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imply that Z has projective dimension at most two as a ZG-module. If the dimension 
is less than two, then by [lo, Proposition 8.31 G has cohomological dimension at 
most one, and thus [lo, Lemma 8.81 shows that G = { 1) or G is infinite cyclic. In 
both these cases pr(G) = 0, a contradiction. If Z has projective dimension 2, then G 
has Hirsch number 2, by [lo, Lemma 8.81, and since G is torsion-free a routine 
argument shows that G is one of the two groups listed in the proposition. These 
groups have already been shown to have presentation rank one, in Note 2S(ii), so 
the proof is now complete. 
By [ 11, Theorem 6.91 pr(G) = 0 for a finite soluble group G, but Note 2.5(v) and 
Proposition 2.7 show that this does not extend to infinite polycyclic groups. 
Nevertheless, it is almost true for Abelian groups, as we now show. We shall need 
the following notation. If T is a ring and aE T, we write IT(a) = (XE T:xa=O}, so 
IT(a) is a left ideal of T; the right ideal m(a) is defined similarly. If Tis a group ring 
SG, and a =g- 1, where ge G, then IT(a) = 0 if g is infinite, while if g has finite 
order n, /r(a)= T(1 +g+--.+g “-I) (13, Lemma 3.1.21. We write 
” 0 
g= L if (g) is infinite, (1 +g+--.+g”-t) if I(g)l=n 
so that Ir(g - 1) = Tg. If I is an ideal of T, set 
‘g(I) = { cx E T: rr/l(a + I) = Ir,,l(a + I) = 0). 
Theorem 2.8. Let G be a finitely generated Abelian group. If G is free of rank two, 
pr(G) = 1. Otherwise, pr(G) = 0. 
Proof. The previous result permits the assumption that d(G) =nr3. Let G= 
(at, . . . , a,,), where for some r?O, (al, . . . ,a,) is torsion-free, and (ar,l ,..., an> is 
finite. We assume further that, setting m;= I(a r+ 1 sjs n, the elements aj are 
chosen SO that mjlmj+t. Let F=(fl,..., fn> be a free group, and define an 
epimorphism rt from F to G by nCfi) =a;, 1 wizen. Let x have kernel R, so that R is 
the corresponding minimal relation module for G. Let p be a prime dividing mr+ I (if 
G is torsion-free, let p be an arbitrary prime). Put M=pZG + g, a maximal ideal of 
ZG. We shall show that R,M has no non-zero free summands. Note that, by Lemma 
2.1, this will complete the proof. 
As a ZG-module, R is generated by the elements {eo: 15 i< jl n} and 
(h;: rf 1 Sicn}, where e,j=Lfifj]+R’cR, and h,=fTj+R’ER. It is easily 
checked that these generating elements satisfy the following relations: For all 
l~i<j<ksn, 
ey(ak - 1) + ejk(ai- 1) - f?;k(aj- 1) = 0, (1; i,j,k) 
and for all 1 si<jsn, with r+ 1 SjIn, 
eij(1 +a,+aj+ . ..+aJm~-‘)=h.(a,- 1). (2; i,j) 
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It is easy to see that this implies that 
r,~ci,ZG+ri,ZG~_h#, 
and the proof is complete. 
3. Module structure of relation modules 
Suppose now that n;: F+G, i= 1, 2 are maps from the free group F onto the 
group G, yielding relation modules 81 and Rz respectively. It is natural to begin the 
study of the relation modules for G by asking whether Rr and Rz are necessarily 
isomorphic. The answer is no, even when G is finite and F has finite rank; for 
example, the direct product of two groups of order five has exactly two minimal 
relation modules [9]. However, if G is finite and d(F) = d(G) + f, where 1 5 t < 03, 
then R~zf?@izG~, where R is any minimal relation module by [ll, Theorem 5.181; 
in particular RlaR2. We were able to obtain an analogue of this result for 
polycyclic-by-finite groups in [3]. We begin this section by noting that the results 
obtained there can be improved using the notion of the presentation rank of G. One 
example will suffice to indicate the nature of the improvements we have in mind: 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group, andsuppose RI and l?2 are two 
relation modules for G, arising from presentations involving the same free group F, 
where d(F) = d(G) f t, (t 2 0). Let R be a minimal relation module for G, and set 
n = max(h(G) + 2 - pr(G) - t, 0), where h(G) denotes the Hirsch number of G. Then 
R,@hG Rz&@ZGn~t?@ZGn+t. 
In particular, RI z 82 provided t B h(G) + 2 - pr(G). 
Proof. Make the obvious changes in the proof of [3, Theorem 7.51. 
In certain cases, Theorem 3.1 can be radically improved. To a given group G we 
may associate a category (G), whose objects are group extensions 
(A IE) l-+A+E+G+l, 
with A Abelian, and whose morphisms are pairs (cI,~) of group homomorphisms 
such that 
(-4 iE) 1dA +E +G+l 
(AIIEI) I-‘AI+EI+G+I 
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commutes. The category (G) was defined and studied by K. Gruenberg [ 10, Chapter 
91. If II : F+G is an epimorphism, with F free, and R is the kernel of II, then 
l-R/[R,R]-+F/[R,R]+G-+l (10) 
is an object in (c); it turns out that these are precisely the free objects in (c) [lo, 
Proposition 9.31. We say that (10) is a free object of rank d(F); if d(F) = d(G), we 
call (10) a minima/free object. 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that the polycyclic group G has a finite normal subgroup 
ff, with G/Hfree Abelian. If t r d(G) + 1, there is a unique free object in (G) of rank 
1. 
Proof. Argue by induction on the length I of a chief series for H, as a subgroup of 
G. If I=O, the result is a simple consequence of the fact that automorphisms of 
F/F’, where F is free, can be lifted to automorphisms of F [l2, Proposition 1.4.41. 
The induction step is proved by the argument of [8]. 
Note that if (a;~) is a morphism in (G), then a is a homomorphism of ZG- 
modules, so the above result does indeed improve on Theorem 3.1, when, for 
example, G is Abelian. In this case it is best possible, as the example mentioned at 
the beginning of this section shows. If G is finite but insoluble, the conclusion of the 
proposition is valid for t?d(G)+2-pr(G) [15, Theorem 4.91. 
The presentation rank has bearing on a second question regarding the module 
structure of relation modules; namely, when does such a module have a non-zero 
projective summand? For a finite group G, every non-minimal relation module has 
a non-zero free summand [11, Theorem 5.181; every minimal relation module for G 
has such a summand if and only if any one does, and this occurs if and only if 
pr(G)#O [I 1, Lecture 51. For infinite groups, our knowledge is much less 
complete - we summarise it in 
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group. 
(i) If pr(G) = 0, then no minimal relation module has a non-zero projective 
summand. 
(ii) If d(F) L max{d(G), d(G) + h(G) + 2 - pr(G)), then every relation module 
arising from an epimorphism from F to G has a non-zero free summand, of rank at 
least d(F) -d(G) + pr(G) - h(G) - 1. In particular, if pr(G) L h(G) + 2, every 
relation module has a non-zero free summand. 
Proof. By [3, Theorem 5.41, a finitely generated HG-module with a non-zero 
projective summand has non-zero quasi-rank, so (i) follows from the definition of 
pr(G). 
(ii) This is immediate from [3, Theorem 4.91 and Lemma 2.1. 
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By Theorems 2.8 and 3.3, a minimal relation module of a finitely generated 
Abelian group is either free of rank one, (when G is free of rank two), or has no 
projective summand. Moreover, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that every non- 
minimal relation module for such a group does have a non-zero free summand, 
since this is so for a presentation extending a minimal one. In view of these results it 
is natural to ask whether a minimal relation module for an Abelian group is always 
indecomposable. This is the case if G is finite [ 11, Theorems 6.9 and 9.11, and we 
have been able to confirm that it is also true if G is free Abelian; details will appear 
elsewhere (41. 
Theorem 3.3 is relevant to the study of the extension category (G). For K. 
Gruenberg has shown that an object (A IE) in (G) is projective if and only if there 
exists a free presentation 1-R-F-G -, 1 such that R =_4 @P, P is projective, 
F= F/[R, R] splits over P, and Ezp/P [IO, Theorem 9.41. When G is polycyclic-by- 
finite, it makes sense to study the projective objects in (c) by introducing the 
concept of a minimalprojective [lo, p. 2021: The projective object (A ) E) is minimal 
if and only if the module A has no non-trivial decomposition A = B@ Q, such that Q 
is HG-projective, and E splits over Q. When G is finite, H*(G, Q) = 0 for a projective 
module Q [lo, Section 2.21, so in this case (A 1 E) is a minimal projective if and only 
if A has no non-zero projective summands. As the free Abelian group of rank two 
shows, however, this is not true for polycyclic groups in general. Thus, if G is finite, 
minimal free objects in (G) are minimal projectives if and only if pr(G) = 0, but the 
latter condition is merely sufficient for infinite groups G. 
4. The number of generators of a relation module 
Two relation modules of a finite group arising from free presentations of the 
same rank always have the same number of generators [I 1, Corollary 7.9). but this 
is not generally true for infinite groups [7]. For polycyclic groups, however, the 
question remains open. To obtain a partial answer to it, we first state a ring 
theoretic result whose proof is based on an argument of J.M. Cohen. Let d(M) be 
the minimal number of generators of a module M over a ring R. 
Theorem 4.1. Let R be a weakly ideal invariant right Noetherian ring, offinite right 
Krull dimension n. Let M and N be finitely generated right R-modules, and suppose 
there exists t 2 0 such that 
If d(M) L n + 1, then (i) d(M) = d(N), and (ii) d(M@ RS) = d(N@ R’), for all s> 0. 
Note. The reader is referred to [3, Section 21 for definitions of the unexplained 
terminology in the above. For present purposes, it is enough to note that if R = ZG, 
the integral group ring of a polycyclic-by-finite group G, then R satisfies the stated 
hypotheses, with n = h(G) + 1. 
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Proof. Both parts are proved exactly as in [5, Theorem 31, but using [3, Theorem 
4.101 in place of [l, Chapter 4, Corollary 3.51. 
Lemma 4.2. If G is an infinite polycyclic-by-finite group, and I? is a relation 
module for G arising from a free presentation of rank d(F), then do(R) 1 d(F) - 1. 
Proof. Since ZG is a semiprime Noetherian ring [ 13, Theorem 4.2.12 and Corollary 
10.2.81, it has a semisimple Artinian quotient ring Q, by Goldie’s Theorem [13, 
Theorem 10.4.10]. Since Q is a flat EG-module, the sequence (2) yields an exact 
sequence 
O-RQQ-ZGdu=‘@Q-+g@Q-O. (11) 
Now G contains an element x of infinite order, so x- 1 E Vzc(O), and is therefore 
a unit in Q. It follows that g@Q = Q. Thus (11) splits to give 
Qd’“3ROQ)OQ, 
and so (R@Q)=Q 4fl-I. This proves the result. 
If G is finite, one in fact has d(R) 1 d(F) [ 11, Theorem 2.71. However, Lemma 4.2 
is best possible when G is infinite, as the infinite cyclic group shows. 
Now let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group, let n L d(G), and let Y(n, G) be a set of 
representatives for the isomorphism classes of relation modules for G arising from 
presentations from a free group of rank n. 
Theorem 4.3. (i) If there exists R E Y’(n, G) with de(R) L h(G) + 2, and f~ .Y’(m, G), 
where mzn, then do(T)=do(R@HG(m-“J). 
(ii) If nz h(G) + 2, then all members of Y(n, G) require the same number of 
generators. In particular, ifd(G) 1 h(G) + 2, every minimal relation module requires 
the same number of generators. 
Proof. (i) The module R@EG(m-“) belongs to Y(m, G), being the relation module 
obtained from the presentation yielding R by mapping the additional free generators 
to 1. By Theorem 4.l(ii), 
The result follows from Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 4.1. 
(ii) Since n 2 h(G) + 2, Lemma 4.2 shows that if R E P’(n, G), do(R) 2 h(G) + 1. 
Thus, either all members of Y(n, G) require precisely h(G) + 1 generators, or the 
hypothesis of (i) is satisfied. In both cases the result follows. 
Note that Theorem 4.3(ii) incorporates the result for finite groups mentioned 
above, since the cyclic groups are the only finite groups excluded by rhe hypotheses 
of the theorem, and these can clearly be handled separately. 
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